THE BEATLES BOOK
An incredible collection of 100 Beatles’ favorites arranged for easy guitar, including: Across the Universe • All My Loving • And I Love Her • Baby You’re a Rich Man • The Ballad of John and Yoko • Birthday • Drive My Car • Eleanor Rigby • Good Day Sunshine • Helter Skelter • Here Comes the Sun • Hey Jude • I Saw Her Standing There • I’ll Follow the Sun • Lady Madonna • Michelle • Penny Lane • Revolution • Twist and Shut Out • Yesterday • and more.

THE CHRISTMAS CAROLS BOOK
120 Songs for Easy Guitar
A classic collection of 120 traditional Christmas carols arranged at the easy level for all guitarists to enjoy. Songs include: Angels We Have Heard on High • Away in a Manger • Bells over Bethlehem • Christ Was Born on Christmas Day • Deck the Hall • The First Noel • Gather Around the Christmas Tree • God Rest Ye Merry, Gentlemen • He Is Born • The Holly and the Ivy • Jingle Bells • Joy to the World • Mary Had a Baby • O Holy Night • Silent Night • Still, Still, Still • To Us Is Born a Little Child • The Twelve Days of Christmas • We Three Kings of Orient Are • We Wish You a Merry Christmas • What Child Is This? • and many more. (No tablature.)

THE BLUES BOOK
84 super blues tunes: All Blues • Baby Please Don’t Go • Double Trouble • Fine and Mellow • Honest I Do • I’m Your Hoochie Coochie Man • Killing Floor • Love Struck Baby • Mean Old World • Milk Cow Blues • Muleskinner Blues • Pinetop’s Blues • Route 66 • See See Rider • Statesboro Blues • Texas Flood • Trouble in Mind • Who Do You Love • more.

THE CHRISTMAS CLASSICS BOOK
The absolute best Easy Guitar Christmas collection! 100 songs: Baby, It’s Cold Outside • The Chipmunk Song • The Christmas Shoes • The Christmas Song • Christmas Time Is Here • Do They Know It’s Christmas? • Feliz Navidad • Frosty the Snow Man • Goin’ on a Sleighride • Grandma Got Run Over by a Reindeer • Happy Xmas (War Is Over) • I’ll Be Home for Christmas • I’ve Got My Love to Keep Me Warm • Jingle-Bell Rock • Let It Snow! Let It Snow! Let It Snow! • A Marshmallow World • The Most Wonderful Day of the Year • Nuttin’ for Christmas • Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer • Silver and Gold • Silver Bells • We Need a Little Christmas • Wonderful Christmas Time • You Make It Feel Like Christmas • and more! No tab.

THE BROADWAY BOOK
93 unforgettable songs from 57 shows! Includes: Ain’t Misbehavin’ • Beauty and the Beast • Cabaret • Camelot • Don’t Cry for Me Argentina • Edelweiss • Hello, Dolly! • I Could Write a Book • I Whistle a Happy Tune • Mame • My Favorite Things • Oklahoma! • One • People • September Song • Some Enchanted Evening • Tomorrow • Try to Remember • Where or When • and more.

THE DISNEY SONGS BOOK
A fantastic collection of more than 70 classic and contemporary Disney favorites arranged for easy guitar, including: Beauty and the Beast • Bella Notte • Can You Feel the Love Tonight • Candle on the Water • Chim Chim Cher-ee • Colors of the Wind • Cruella De Vil • Feed the Birds • Friend like Me • Hakuna Matata • I’m Late • It’s a Small World • Mickey Mouse March • The Siamese Cat Song • A Spoonful of Sugar • Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious • Under the Sea • A Whole New World • Winnie the Pooh • You’ll Be in My Heart • You’ve Got a Friend in Me • Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah • and more.

THE CLASSIC COUNTRY BOOK
101 country classics: Act Naturally • Cold, Cold Heart • Could I Have This Dance • Crazy • Daddy Sang Bass • D-I-V-O-R-C-E • El Paso • Folsom Prison Blues • The Gambler • Heartaches by the Number • I Fall to Pieces • I’m Not Lisa • King of the Road • Kiss an Angel Good Mornin’ • Lucille • Mississippi Woman • Rocky Top • Sixteen Tons • Son-of-a-Preacher Man • When Two Worlds Collide • Will the Circle Be Unbroken • You Needed Me • and more.

THE ROCK BOOK
89 huge hits: American Woman • Beast of Burden • Black Magic Woman • Born to Be Wild • Cocaine • Dust in the Wind • Fly like an Eagle • Free Bird • Gimme Three Steps • I Can See for Miles • Iron Man • Lola • Magic Carpet Ride • Nights in White Satin • Reelin’ in the Years • Revolution • Roxanne • Sweet Home Alabama • Walk This Way • You Really Got Me • and more.

THE ERIC CLAPTON BOOK
84 favorites from this guitar legend, including: After Midnight • Badge • Bell Bottom Blues • Change the World • Cocaine • Crossroads • I Can’t Stand It • I Shot the Sheriff • Lay Down Sally • Layla • Let It Rain • Pretending • Strange Brew • Tears in Heaven • White Room • Wonderful Tonight • and more.

THE CLASSIC ROCK BOOK
A collection of more than 80 classic and contemporary rock favorites arranged for easy guitar, including: After Midnight • Badge • Bell Bottom Blues • Change the World • Cocaine • Crossroads • I Can’t Stand It • I Shot the Sheriff • Lay Down Sally • Layla • Let It Rain • Pretending • Strange Brew • Tears in Heaven • White Room • Wonderful Tonight • and more.
THE ROCK CLASSICS BOOK
89 rock favorites: Back in the Saddle • Bennie and the Jets • Day Tripper • Evil Ways • For Your Love • Free Ride • Hey Joe • Juke Box Hero • Killer Queen • Low Rider • Oh, Pretty Woman • Pride and Joy • Ramblin’ Man • Rhiannon • Smoke on the Water • Start Me Up • Strutter • Sweet Emotion • Wanted Dead or Alive • White Room • Young Americans • more.

THE WEDDING SONGS
This collection contains easy arrangements (without tab) for 94 songs of love and devotion appropriate for performance at weddings. Includes: Always • Endless Love • Grow Old with Me • I Will Be Here • Just the Way You Are • Longer • My Way • Ode to Joy • Paper Doll • Peg O’ My Heart • Loch Lomond • Marine’s Hymn • Memories • ‘O Sole Mio • Money • Owner of a Lonely Heart • Papa’s Got a Brand New Bag • Something to Talk About • Tears in Heaven • The Reaper • Every Breath You Take • Fame • Heartache Tonight • I’m Your Hoochie Coochie Man • Layla • Loser • Money • Owner of a Lonely Heart • Papa’s Got a Brand New Bag • Something to Talk About • Tears in Heaven • Walk This Way • White Room • more!

MULTI STYLE COLLECTIONS
These tab songbooks feature top guitar tunes in a wide range of musical styles.

THE COLOSSAL GUITAR SONGBOOK
An amazing collection of 61 guitar classics from rock ’n’ roll, R&B, classic rock, funk, hard rock, country and modern rock genres. Includes: American Woman • Carry On Wayward Son • Crazy Train • Don’t Fear the Reaper • Every Breath You Take • Fame • Heartache Tonight • I’m Your Hoochie Coochie Man • Layla • Loser • Money • Owner of a Lonely Heart • Papa’s Got a Brand New Bag • Something to Talk About • Tears in Heaven • Walk This Way • White Room • more!

THE ENORMOUS GUITAR SONGBOOK
63 hits transcribed in notes and tab: Ain’t No Mountain High Enough • Another One Bites the Dust • Change the World • Cliffs of Dover • Crossfire • Dancing in the Street • Day Tripper • Detroit Rock City • Fire and Rain • Free Fallin’ • Hot Blooded • I Can See for Miles • Iron Man • Let Her Cry • Name • Pride and Joy • Round and Round • Sweet Child O’ Mine • Time After Time • Torn • What I Like About You • You Shook Me • more!

THE GIGANTIC GUITAR SONGBOOK
66 huge hits: Bang a Gong • Barely Breathing • Bitch • Building a Mystery • Dust in the Wind • Hey Joe • Hold My Hand • Honky Tonkin’ • Jailhouse Rock • Mr. Jones • My Generation • Oh, Pretty Woman • Paranoid • Radar Love • Rhiannon • Roxanne • Semi-Charmed Life • Southern Cross • Takin’ Care of Business • Twist and Shout • Wild Thing • Wonderwall • You Really Got Me • and more!

STRUM & SING
Just the Chords and Lyrics to Your Favorite Songs
The Strum & Sing series provides an unplugged and pared-down approach to your favorite songs — just the chords and the lyrics, with nothing fancy. These easy-to-play arrangements are designed for both aspiring and professional musicians.

CHRISTMAS CAROLS
This great collection features 30 Christmas favorites at a fabulous price! Includes: Angels We Have Heard on High • Bring a Torch, Jeannette Isabella • Deck the Hall • Ding Dong! Merrily on High! • Dona Nobis Pacem • The First Noel • The Holly and the Ivy • Irish Carol • O Come, All Ye Faithful • Silent Night • Up on the Housetop • more.

To order, call 1-800-637-2852 or visit www.musicdispatch.com
GUITAR SONGBOOK COLLECTIONS

We are proud to present Guitar Chord Songbooks – an exciting, straight-to-the-point new product line for beginning to advanced guitarists. Convenient 6’ x 9’ books in this series each feature 80 songs. There are complete lyrics for every tune, with chord symbols above the lyrics, guitar chord grids at the top of the page, and the first notes of the melody for easy reference.

Guitar Chord Songbooks let players get to the music fast. They’re perfect for people who don’t read music but want to strum chords and sing, and equally ideal for more advanced, music-reading electric or acoustic guitarists who don’t feel like wading through note-for-note notation.

THE BEATLES GUITAR CHORD SONGBOOK

A-I
An awesome reference of 100 Beatles hits from A-I! Includes:
- Across the Universe
- All My Loving
- Back in the U.S.S.R.
- Blackbird
- Can’t Buy Me Love
- Day Tripper
- Eight Days a Week
- Eleanor Rigby
- Get Back
- Good Day Sunshine
- Grandpa
- Help!
- Here Comes the Sun
- Hey Jude
- I Saw Her Standing There
- If I Fell
- In My Life
- and more!

What Are You Doing New Year’s Eve?

Guitar Chord Diagrams........$16.95

CHRISTMAS SONGS

Includes: The Chipmunk Song
- The Christmas Song
- Feliz Navidad
- Frosty the Snow Man
- Grandma
- Got Run Over by a Reindeer
- Happy Holiday
- Home for the Holidays
- Merry Christmas
- Scarlet
- Rudolph
- Silver Bells
- We Need a Little Christmas
- and more!

What Are You Doing New Year’s Eve?

Guitar Chord Diagrams........$12.95

ERIC CLAPTON

A great collection of the chord symbols and lyrics for 75 of Slowhand’s finest. Includes:
- Bad Seed
- Bell Bottom Blues
- Born Under a Bad Sign
- Change the World
- Cocaine
- Cross Road Blues (Crossroads)
- Have You Ever Loved a Woman
- I Can’t Stand It
- Shot the Sheriff
- Knockin’ on Heaven’s Door
- Lay down Sally
- Let It Grow
- Riding with the King
- Strange Brew
- Sunshine of Your Love
- Superman Inside
- Tears in Heaven
- Wonderful Tonight
- and more!

Guitar Chord Diagrams........$12.95

CHILDREN’S SONGS

Guitar Chord Songbook
Includes: Alphabet Song
- Any Dream Will Do
- The Brady Bunch
- The Candy Man
- Do-Re-Mi
- Edelweiss
- Eensy Weensy Spider
- Home on the Range
- It’s a Small World
- Old MacDonald
- Puff the Magic Dragon
- The Rainbow Connection
- Sing
- Won’t You Be My Neighbor
- Yellow Submarine
- and more!

Guitar Chord Diagrams........$12.95

CONTEMPORARY CHRISTIAN

A must-have, easy-to-use collection of just the chords and lyrics to 80 hits from today’s top CCM artists. Includes:
- Abba (Father)
- Alive
- Angels
- Awesome God
- Don’t Look at Me
- El Shaddai
- Find a Way
- Find Us Faithful
- Friends
- The Great Divide
- He Will Carry You
- His Strength Is Perfect
- I Will Be Here
- Just One
- Let Us Pray
- Live Out Loud
- Love Will Be Our Home
- A Maze of Grace
- Oh Lord, You’re Beautiful
- Pray
- Run to You
- Speechless
- Testify to Love
- Thank You
- Via Dolorosa
- and more.

Guitar Chord Diagrams........$14.95

CHRISTMAS CAROLS

A convenient collection for guitarists who just need the lyrics and chords. Songs include: Away in a Manger
- Deck the Hall
- The Holly and the Ivy
- Jingle Bells
- Joy to the World
- O Holy Night
- Silent Night
- We Wish You a Merry Christmas
- What Child Is This?
- and more.

Guitar Chord Diagrams........$12.95

COUNTRY

Includes: Abilene
- Always On My Mind
- Amazed
- Blue Bayou
- Boot Scootin’ Boogie
- Breathe
- Chains
- Crazy
- Elvira
- Folsom Prison Blues
- Friends in Low Places
- He Stopped Loving Her Today
- Hey, Good Lookin’
- I Feel Lucky
- I Hope You Dance
- Jambalaya
- Ring of Fire
- Rocky Top
- Sixteen Tons
- Your Cheatin’ Heart
- and more!

Guitar Chord Diagrams........$12.95

FOLKSONGS

Includes: Aura Lee
- Beautiful Dreamer
- Bury Me Beneath the Willow
- Camptown Races
- Deep River
- Dixie
- Home on the Range
- Hush, Little Baby
- I’ve Been Working on the Railroad
- John Henry
- Man of Constant Sorrow
- Mule Skinner Blues
- My Old Kentucky Home
- Scarborough Fair
- and more!

Guitar Chord Diagrams........$12.95

POP/ROCK

Includes: Against All Odds
- All I Wanna Do
- Angie
- Closer to Free
- Come Sail Away
- Drops of Jupiter (Tell Me)
- Every Breath You Take
- Give a Little Bit
- Hard Habit to Break
- Heartache
- Hurts So Good
- I Want You to Want Me
- I Will Remember You
- I’ll Be
- Imagine
- Iris
- Learning to Fly
- More Than Words
- Mr. Jones
- Push
- Smooth
- So Far Away
- Summer of ’69
- Superman (It’s Not Easy)
- Time After Time
- Torn
- Wheel in the Sky
- Wonderful Tonight
- and more.

Guitar Chord Diagrams........$14.95

ROCK ‘N’ ROLL

Includes: All Shook Up
- At the Hop
- Barbara Ann
- Blue Suede Shoes
- Chantilly Lace
- Crying
- Duke of Earl
- Great Balls of Fire
- Heartbreak Hotel
- In My Room
- It’s My Party
- Kansas City
- La Bamba
- The Loco-Motion
- Lonely Street
- My Boyfriend’s Back
- Peggy Sue
- Return to Sender
- Rock Around the Clock
- Runaway
- Sea of Love
- Sincerely
- Stand by Me
- Surfin’ U.S.A.
- Teen Angel
- Willie and the Hand Jive
- and more.

Guitar Chord Diagrams........$12.95
This series assembles the best songs from every genre, and includes note-for-note transcriptions with tablature.

**ACOUSTIC GUITAR BIBLE**
A wonderful collection of 35 acoustic classics in notes and tab, including: Angel • Best of My Love • Building a Mystery • Change the World • Crazy on You • Dust in the Wind • Here Comes the Sun • Hold My Hand • Iris • Landslide • Learning to Fly • Leaving on a Jet Plane • Loser • Maggie May • The Man Who Sold the World • Midnight Rider • Southern Cross • Tears in Heaven • Time in a Bottle • Wild World • You’ve Got a Friend • and more. A great value! ______00690432 Guitar Recorded Versions...$19.95

**ACOUSTIC ROCK GUITAR BIBLE**
Note-for-note transcriptions with tab for 35 classics of the acoustic rock repertoire, including: About a Girl • And I Love Her • Behind Blue Eyes • Come to My Window • Crazy Little Thing Called Love • Free Fallin’ • Give a Little Bit • If You Could Only See • More Than Words • Name • Night Moves • Not Fade Away • Pink Houses • Slide • Sweet Jane • 3 AM • and more. ______00690625 Guitar Recorded Versions...$19.95

**BABY BOOMER’S GUITAR BIBLE**
Note-for-note transcriptions for 35 crown-jewel classics from rock ‘n’ roll’s greatest era. Includes: Angie • Can’t Buy Me Love • Happy Together • Hey Jude • I Heard It Through the Grapevine • Imagine • Laughing • Longer • My Girl • New Kid in Town • Rebel, Rebel • Two Out of Three Ain’t Bad • Wild Thing • Wonderful Tonight • You’ve Got a Friend • and more. ______00690412 Guitar Recorded Versions...$19.95

**BLUES GUITAR BIBLE**
This bountiful blues songbook features exact transcriptions of 35 classics, including: All Your Love (I Miss Lovin’) • Boom Boom • Everyday (I Have the Blues) • Hide Away • I Can’t Quit You Baby • I’m Your Hoochie Coochie Man • Killing Floor • Kind Hearted Woman Blues • Mannish Boy • Mary Had a Little Lamb • Pride and Joy • Statesboro Blues • Sweet Little Angel • T-Bone Shuffle • The Things That I Used to Do • The Thrill Is Gone • Wang Dang Doodle • and more. Ask about more books in our Guitar Bible series! ______00690437 Guitar Recorded Versions...$19.95

**BLUES-ROCK GUITAR BIBLE**
35 top blues-rock tunes transcribed note-for-note: Bad Love • Black Hearted Woman • Blue on Black • Boom Boom • Couldn’t Stand the Weather • Cross Road Blues (Crossroads) • Hide Away • The House Is Rockin’ • Killing Floor • Love Struck Baby • Move It on Over • Piece of My Heart • Statesboro Blues • Train Kept a Rollin’ • Tuff Enuff • and more. ______00690450 Guitar Recorded Versions...$19.95

**COUNTRY GUITAR BIBLE**
Note-for-note transcriptions with tab for 35 country classics, all in one hefty collection! Includes: Ain’t Goin’ Down ( ’Til the Sun Comes Up) • Big Time • Blue Eyes Crying in the Rain • Boot Scootin’ Boogie • Cannon Ball Rag • Friends in Low Places • I’m So Lonesome I Could Cry • Little Sister • My Baby Thinks He’s a Train • T-R-O-U-B-L-E • Wildwood Flower • and more. ______00690465 Guitar Recorded Versions...$19.95

**FOLK-ROCK GUITAR BIBLE**
35 great folk-rock favorites, including: At Seventeen • Best of My Love • Eight Miles High • Fire and Rain • Here Comes the Sun • Leaving on a Jet Plane • Me and Bobby McGee • Teach Your Children • Time in a Bottle • Turn! Turn! Turn! (To Everything There Is a Season) • Wild World • You’ve Got a Friend • and more. ______00690464 Guitar Recorded Versions...$19.95

**GRUNGE GUITAR BIBLE**
A must for all fans of the grunge movement, this songbook features note-for-note tab transcriptions for 30 classics: All Apologies • Counting Blue Cars • Glycerine • Hey Man Nice Shot • I’ll Stick Around • Jesus Christ Pose • Lithium • Lump • Machinehead • Man in the Box • Molly (Sixteen Candles) • Nearly Lost You • Santa Monica • Seether • Smells Like Teen Spirit • Song 2 • This Is a Call • Violet • Would? • and more. ______00690469 Guitar Recorded Versions...$17.95

**HARD ROCK GUITAR BIBLE**
An essential collection of 35 hard rock hits, this songbook in our popular Guitar Bible series includes: Back in the Saddle • Ballroom Blitz • Bang a Gong (Get It On) • Barracuda • Cold Gin • Cult of Personality • Fight the Good Fight • Flying High Again • Hair of the Dog • Hot Blooded • Living After Midnight • Rock You Like a Hurricane • Round and Round • School’s Out • Seventeen • Stone Cold Crazy • Wait • War Pigs • You Give Love a Bad Name • and more. ______00690455 Guitar Recorded Versions...$19.95

**INSTRUMENTAL GUITAR BIBLE**
Tab transcriptions of 37 songs that didn’t need words to become memorable classics. Includes: Always with Me, Always with You • Big Foot • The Claws • Cliffs of Dover • For the Love of God • Frankiestein • Freeway Jam • Green Onions • Hide Away • Jessica • Lenny • Linus and Lucy • Perfidia • Pipeline • Raunchy • Rawhide • Rebel Rouser • Rumble • Satch Boogie • Scuttle Buttin’ • Sleepwalk • The Stumble • T-Bone Shuffle • Tequila • Walk Don’t Run • Wham • and more. ______00690514 Guitar Recorded Versions...$19.95

**JAZZ GUITAR BIBLE**
The one book that has all of the jazz guitar classics transcribed note-for-note, with standard notation and tablature. Includes over 30 songs: Body and Soul • Girl Talk • I’ll Remember April • In a Sentimental Mood • My Funny Valentine • Nuages • Satin Doll • So What • Star Dust • Take Five • Tangerine • Yardbird Suite • and more. ______00690466 Guitar Recorded Versions...$19.95

**NÜ METAL GUITAR BIBLE**
This addition to the Guitar Bible series features 35 edgy modern metal masterpieces, including: Between Angels and Insects • Black • Chop Suey • Click Click Boom • Control • Deny • Down • Edgecrusher • Click Click Boom • Control • Deny • Down • Edgecrusher • Judith • Last Resort • Linchpin • • • Nice to Know You • People of the Sun • Sleep Now in the Fire • Southtown • Sugar • Take a Look Around (Theme from MJ-2) • Toxicity • Wish You Were Here • Your Disease • Youth of the Nation • and more. ______00690569 Guitar Recorded Versions...$19.95
**POP/ROCK GUITAR BIBLE**
A heavenly collection of 35 pop hits transcribed note-for-note with tab. Includes: All I Wanna Do • Angel • Black Velvet • Change the World • Dreams • Every Breath You Take • Heartache Tonight • Hold My Hand • I Want You to Want Me • Livin’ on a Prayer • Money for Nothing • Mony, Mony • More Than Words • Renegade • Semi-Charmed Life • Smooth • Summer of ‘69 • ‘3 AM • What I Like About You • Wheel in the Sky • You May Be Right • and more!

---

**R&B GUITAR BIBLE**
A divine collection of 35 R&B classics: Brick House • Dancing in the Street • Fire • I Got You (I Feel Good) • I Heard It Through the Grapevine • Love Rollercoaster • Mustang Sally • My Girl • Papa’s Got a Brand New Bag • Pick Up the Pieces • Rocket ‘88 • Super Freak • (Your Love Keeps Lifting Me) Higher and Higher • and more.

---

**ROCK BASS BIBLE**
This book in our outstanding Bible series features note-for-note transcriptions with tab for 35 rock bass classics: Another One Bites the Dust • Badge • Barracuda • Come Together • Fat Bottomed Girls • I Can See for Miles • I Want You to Want Me • Jerry Was a Race Car Driver • Living After Midnight • Miss You • Money • Smoke on the Water • Suffragette City • Sweet Child O’ Mine • Sweet Emotion • Takin’ Care of Business • Walk of Life • White Room • You Shook Me • more!

---

**SOUL GUITAR BIBLE**
Note-for-note tab transcriptions of 33 standards of soul: Born Under a Bad Sign • Cold Sweat, Pt. I • Groovin’ • I Heard It Through the Grapevine • I’ve Been Loving You Too Long • Knock on Wood • Land of a Thousand Dances • Let’s Get It On • My Girl • Papa’s Got a Brand New Bag • Respect • Theme from Shaft • (Sittin’ On) The Dock of the Bay • Soul Man • Walkin’ the Dog • and more.

---

**VISIT US ON LINE!**
www.musicdispatch.com
You’ll find information and complete songs lists for thousands of publications!
**ACOUSTIC GUITAR TAB WHITE PAGES**

This awesome collection features note-for-note transcriptions with tab for 150 acoustic favorites from yesterday and today! Songs include: About a Girl • Across the Universe • Angie • At Seventeen • Barely Breathing • Behind Blue Eyes • Best of My Love • The Boxer • Building a Mystery • Come to My Window • Crazy on You • Drive • Dust in the Wind • Fast Car • Galileo • Here Comes the Sun • I Am a Man of Constant Sorrow • Iris • Jack and Diane • Layla • Learning to Fly • Leader of the Band

- Leaving on a Jet Plane • Loser • Maggie May • Mr. Jones • More Than Words • Name
- Not Fade Away • Patience • Pink Houses • Signs • Silent Lucidity • Southern Cross • Suite: Judy Blue Eyes • Superman (It’s Not Easy) • 3 AM • Tears in Heaven • Time in a Bottle • Torn • Wonderwall • Yellow • Yesterday • You’ve Got a Friend • and many more unplugged gems.

---

**GUITAR TAB WHITE PAGES**

If you’re about to be stranded on a desert island and you can only take your guitar and one songbook with you, make sure it’s *The Guitar Tab White Pages*! This incredible collection contains 150 note-for-note transcriptions straight from the original recordings — over 1,000 pages of guitar tab! The primo songlist covers some of the best guitar songs ever from all styles of music. Songs include: All Day and All of the Night • American Woman • Blue Suede Shoes • Building a Mystery • Change the World • Cliffs of Dover • Couldn’t Stand the Weather • Don’t Fear the Reaper • Dust in the Wind • Free Ride • Gloria • Heartache Tonight • Hey Joe • Layla • Longer • Moonlight in Vermont • Mr. Jones • Name • Owner of a Lonely Heart • Papa’s Got a Brand New Bag • Piece of My Heart • Pretty Fly (For a White Guy) • Rhiannon • Satin Doll • Sir Duke • Sweet Child O’ Mine • Time for Me to Fly • What I Like About You • You Give Love a Bad Name • You Were Meant for Me • and more! The table of contents lists songs both alphabetically by title and by artist.

---

**TAB INCLUDES**

- Guitar Recorded Versions ................................................... $29.95

---

**GUITAR TAB WHITE PAGES, VOLUME 2**

This much-anticipated follow-up to the blockbuster original edition (00690471) features note-for-note tab transcriptions for 150 more great songs, including: About a Girl • All Right Now • Are You Gonna Go My Way • Barracuda • Boot Scootin’ Boogie • Cat Scratch Fever • Chop Suey! • Crazy Train • Drops of Jupiter (Tell Me) • Every Breath You Take • Everyday (I Have the Blues) • Faith • Fire and Rain • The Freshmen • Hanging by a Moment • Hide Away • I Am a Man of Constant Sorrow • I Shot the Sheriff • Iris • La Bamba • Louie, Louie • Money for Nothing • Pride and Joy • Refugee • Rock You like a Hurricane • Semi-Charmed Life • Smells like Teen Spirit • Smooth • Tequila • Under the Bridge • We Will Rock You • Welcome to the Jungle • Wonderful Tonight • Your Mama Don’t Dance • and more.

---

**TAB INCLUDES**

- Guitar Recorded Versions ................................................... $29.95

---

**To order, call 1-800-637-2852 or visit www.musicdispatch.com**
GIG GUIDES

The Performance Guide for Bands

These unique books are designed with performance in mind. The setlists we have included reflect a wide selection of the most accessible, “field-tested” material available, arranged for a four-piece band in a sequence that’s meant to keep your audience entertained. Use Gig Guides in rehearsal and performance, following along with the lead sheets and individual parts. Each song includes:

- A two-page lead sheet with chords, melody, and lyrics
- An intro page with song facts, song form, and performance tips for the full band
- A page of guidelines for each bandmember, including crucial parts and performance tips for vocals, guitar, keyboards, bass, and drum
- A full performance demonstration on the accompanying CD.

Song intro pages contain information that might be useful to the frontperson as between-song banter: the story behind the song, when and by whom it was recorded, and so on. Parts and performance tips are written by professional musicians with field experience (not just some guy in a cubicle). If all bandmembers follow their parts in the book and the accompanying CD, and the band rehearses well, your group will be gig-ready in no time! (All books include guitar and bass tab.)

---

**WEDDING FIRST SET**

Wedding Set 1 features 12 songs, including:
- Could I Have This Dance
- I Saw Her Standing There
- In the Mood
- My Girl
- Rock Around the Clock
- Save the Last Dance for Me
- Tennessee Waltz
- Wonderful Tonight
- and more.

[00699256] Book/CD Pack $19.95

**WEDDING SECOND SET**

Includes a dozen songs to get weddings guests in a party mood:
- Another One Bites the Dust
- Daddy’s Little Girl
- Happy Together
- La Bamba
- Limbo Rock
- Mustang Sally
- Never Gonna Let You Go
- Silhouettes
- The Stripper
- Tequila
- Twist and Shout
- Wooly Bully.

[00699257] Book/CD Pack $19.95

**WEDDING THIRD SET**

Features 12 more popular favorites in a variety of styles:
- Beer Barrel Polka (Roll Out the Barrel)
- Brick House
- 867-5309/Jenny
- Everything I Do
- Friends in Low Places
- Great Balls of Fire
- The House Is Rockin’
- Shout
- Stand by Me
- Takin’ Care of Business
- What I Like About You
- Y.M.C.A.

[00699258] Book/CD Pack $19.95

---

**BLUES SET**

12 songs to make up the perfect blues set at any gig:
- Boom Boom
- Born Under a Bad Sign
- Caldonia
- Driving Miss Daisy
- Killing Floor
- (They Call It) Stormy Monday
- The Thrill Is Gone
- Wang Dang Doodle
- and more.

[00310786] Book/CD Pack $19.95

**CLASSIC ROCK SET**

12 classics, including:
- Cat Scratch Fever
- Crazy Little Thing Called Love
- Monster
- Oh, Pretty Woman
- Rock and Roll All Nite
- Summer of ’69
- Takin’ Care of Business
- and more.

[00310930] Book/CD Pack $19.95

---

**MODERN ROCK SET**

12 modern rock favorites, including:
- Drops of Jupiter
- Hanging by a Moment
- If You Could Only See
- The Middle
- Semi-Charmed Life
- Smooth
- and more.

[00310929] Book/CD Pack $19.95

---

**DISCO SET**

Disco Set features 12 songs:
- Brick House
- Love Rollercoaster
- Macho Man
- Stayin’ Alive
- Super Freak
- That’s the Way
- Time
- Y.M.C.A.

[00310931] Book/CD Pack $19.95

---

**EARLY ROCK SET**

12 early rock gems, including:
- All I Have to Do Is Dream
- Crying
- Help Me Rhonda
- Hound Dog
- The Loco-Motion
- Louie, Louie
- Rock Around the Clock
- and more.

[00310931] Book/CD Pack $19.95

---

**SOUL SET**

A dozen super-soulful favorites:
- Cold Sweat
- Get Up (I Feel Like Being)
- Hallelujah
- I Can’t Get Next to You
- If Loving You Is Wrong I Don’t Want to Be Right
- In the Midnight Hour
- Kiss and Say Goodbye
- Lonely Teardrops
- Respect
- Respect Yourself
- (Sittin’ On) The Dock of the Bay.

[00842057] Book/CD Pack $19.95

---

**PRAISE & WORSHIP SET**

Praise & Worship Set features
- As the Deer
- Awesome God
- He Is Exalted
- I Lift Your Name on High
- Majesty
- Shout to the Lord
- and more.

[00842056] Book/CD Pack $19.95

---

**To order, call 1-800-637-2852 or visit www.musicdispatch.com**
MULTI-ARRANGEMENT COLLECTIONS

These collections feature super songs in a variety of notation styles.

**THE DEFINITIVE GUITAR SONGBOOK**
There’s something for **every guitarist** in this amazing collection! It features 88 songs in all styles of music and all forms of notation, including: Guitar Recorded Versions (Birthday • Bulls on Parade • Maria Maria • Ramblin’ Man); Easy Guitar with Notes & Tab (Away in a Manger • Blackbird • Crossfire • Don’t Be Cruel • Malaguena • Stand by Me); Easy Guitar (Baby Love • Charriot of Fire • Cheek to Cheek • In the Mood • Young Americans); **Chord Melody Guitar** (Easy Living • I Could Write a Book • When I Fall in Love); Classical Guitar (Allegretto • Gavotte • Gigue • Prelude); Fingerstyle Guitar (The Christmas Song • Imagine • My One and Only Love); and Guitar Riffs (Fire and Rain • Jessica • Maggie May • Rebel • Rebel • Twist and Shout). Also includes Strum and Pick Patterns and a Guitar Notation Legend.
---
00699267 Guitar Collection ..............................................................$19.95

**THE FANTASTIC GUITAR SONGBOOK**
The Complete Resource for Every Guitar Player!
By popular demand, we present another terrific title in our series of versatile guitar song collections. This songbook includes tunes in a wide variety of notation formats (easy guitar with and without tablature, chord melody guitar, classical, fingerstyle, riffs and note-for-note tab transcriptions), and in a range of musical styles – from pop/rock hits to jazz standards, movie songs to Motown, country, classical and everything in between. This book truly has something for everyone! Includes 85 songs in all: ABC • Always on My Mind • Bohemian Rhapsody • Can You Feel the Love Tonight • Canon in D • Come As You Are • Couldn’t Stand Everyone! Includes Strum and Pick Patterns and a Guitar Notation Legend.
---
00699245 Guitar Collection ..............................................................$19.95

**THE INCREDIBLE GUITAR SONGBOOK**
A complete resource for every guitarist! Features a whopping 111 songs in genres from blues to jazz to pop and rock to classical and country, and a variety of notation styles, including: **note-for-note transcriptions** in notes and tab (Badge • Smooth • Tears in Heaven • Walk this Way • Wonderwall); easy guitar with notes and tab (All Shook Up • Bésame Mucho • Blue • Building a Mystery • Crying • Iris • Let It Be • Pride and Joy • Push); easy guitar, no tab (All Blues • All of You • American Woman • Michelle • Old Devil Moon • Route 66 • Surrender • White Room); **chord melody guitar** (My One and Only Love • My Romance • Satin Doll); **classical guitar** (Adelita • Bourée • Pavane); **fingerstyle guitar** (Frosty the Snow Man • I Just Called to Say I Love You • Something); and **guitar riffs** (Beast of Burden • Dream On • Free Ride • Gloria • Hey Joe • Killing Floor • Lady Madonna • You Shook Me). Includes strum and pick patterns and a guitar notation legend.
---
00699245 Guitar Collection ..............................................................$19.95

**THE SUPER GUITAR SONGBOOK**
We proudly present the latest title in our wildly popular collections of guitar arrangements and transcriptions. This book features 79 top songs in a wide variety of genres and notation formats: Guitar Recorded Versions®, fingerstyle, easy guitar both with and without tab, classical, chord melody and riffs! These books truly grow with the guitarist! Songs include: Aerials • All I Ask of You • Astor • Bewitched • Bluesette • California Girls • Come to My Window • Crying • Don’t Know Why • (Everything I Do) I Do It for You • Heart Shaped Box • I Believe I’ll Dust My Brooch • In a Sentimental Mood • It’s a Small World • Lucy in the Sky With Diamonds • Moonlight in Vermont • Owner of a Lonely Heart • Oye Como Va • Rocky Top • Sultans of Silliness • Sharp Dressed Man • Soul Man • Southern Cross • Where Were You (When the World Stopped Dancing) • You’ll Be in My Heart • and more!
---
00699618 Guitar Collection ..............................................................$17.95

**THE ULTIMATE GUITAR SONGBOOK**
The complete resource for every guitarist! This incredible book features 110 songs from all styles of music. It includes a variety of note-for-note transcriptions, riffs, and arrangements for easy guitar, chord melody, fingerstyle, and classical guitar. It’s perfect for students and teachers! Songs include: Achy Breaky Heart • Ave Maria • All Right Now • Beauty and the Beast • Born to Be Wild • Crazy • Day Tripper • Don’t Speak • Dust in the Wind • Free Bird • Greensleeves • I Feel Fine • Iron Man • Layla • Misty • Money • My Girl • Name • O Little Town of Bethlehem • Oh, Pretty Woman • The Star Spangled Banner • Tears in Heaven • Wonderwall • You Were Meant for Me • Your Song • many more.
---
00699107 Guitar Collection ..............................................................$19.95

To order, call 1-800-637-2852 or visit www.musicdispatch.com
The Guitar Play-Along Series will help you play your favorite songs quickly and easily. Just follow the tab and listen to the CD to hear how the guitar should sound, and then play along using the separate backing tracks. Mac or PC users can also slow down the tempo by using the CD in their computer. The melody and lyrics are also included in the book in case you want to sing, or to simply help you follow along. 8 songs in each book.

**VOLUME 1 – ROCK**
Day Tripper • Message in a Bottle • Refugee • Shattered • Sunshine of Your Love • Takin’ Care of Business • Tush • Walk This Way.
_00699570 Book/CD Pack .....................$12.95

**VOLUME 2 – ACOUSTIC**
Angie • Behind Blue Eyes • Best of My Love • Blackbird • Dust in the Wind • Layla • Night Moves • Yesterday.
_00699569 Book/CD Pack .....................$12.95

**VOLUME 3 – HARD ROCK**
Crazy Train • Iron Man • Living After Midnight • Rock You like a Hurricane • Round and Round • Smoke on the Water • Sweet Child O’ Mine • You Really Got Me.
_00699573 Book/CD Pack .....................$14.95

**VOLUME 4 – POP/ROCK**
Breakdown • Crazy Little Thing Called Love • Hit Me With Your Best Shot • I Want You To Want Me • Lights • R.O.C.K. in the U.S.A. (A Salute to 60’s Rock) • Summer of ’69 • What I Like About You.
_00699571 Book/CD Pack .....................$12.95

**VOLUME 5 – MODERN ROCK**
Aerials • Alive • Bother • Chop Suey! • Control • Last Resort • Take a Look Around (Theme from “M.I.-2”) • Wish You Were Here.
_00699574 Book/CD Pack .....................$12.95

**VOLUME 6 – ’90S ROCK**
Are You Gonna Go My Way • Come Out and Play • I’ll Stick Around • Know Your Enemy • Man in the Box • Outshined • Smells Like Teen Spirit • Under the Bridge.
_00699572 Book/CD Pack .....................$12.95

**VOLUME 7 – BLUES**
All Your Love (I Miss Loving) • Born Under a Bad Sign • Crosscut Saw • I’m Tore Down • Pride and Joy • The Sky Is Crying • Sweet Home Chicago • The Thrill Is Gone.
_00699575 Book/CD Pack .....................$12.95

**VOLUME 8 – ROCK**
All Right Now • Black Magic Woman • Get Back • Hey Joe • Layla • Love Me Two Times • Won’t Get Fooled Again • You Really Got Me.
_00699585 Book/CD Pack .....................$12.95

**VOLUME 9 – PUNK ROCK**
All the Small Things • Fat Lip • Flavor of the Weak • I Feel So • Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous • Say It Ain’t So • Self Esteem • So Tired of Waiting for You.
_00699576 Book/CD Pack .....................$12.95

**VOLUME 10 – ACOUSTIC**
Have You Ever Really Loved a Woman? • Here Comes the Sun • The Magic Bus • Norwegian Wood (This Bird Has Flown) • Space Oddity • Spanish Caravan • Tangled up in Blue • Tears in Heaven.
_00699586 Book/CD Pack .....................$12.95

**VOLUME 11 – EARLY ROCK**
Fun, Fun, Fun • Hound Dog • Louie, Louie • No Particular Place to Go • Oh, Pretty Woman • Rock Around the Clock • Under the Boardwalk • Wild Thing.
_00699579 Book/CD Pack .....................$12.95

**VOLUME 12 – POP/ROCK**
Every Breath You Take • 867-5309 • Money for Nothing • Rebel, Rebel • Run to You • Ticket to Ride • Wonderful Tonight • You Give Love a Bad Name.
_00699587 Book/CD Pack .....................$12.95

**VOLUME 13 – FOLK ROCK**
Annie’s Song • Leaving on a Jet Plane • Suite: Judy Blue Eyes • This Land Is Your Land • Time in a Bottle • Turn! Turn! Turn! (To Everything There Is a Season) • You’ve Got a Friend • You’ve Got to Hide Your Love Away.
_00699581 Book/CD Pack .....................$12.95

**VOLUME 14 – BLUES ROCK**
Blue on Black • Crossfire • Cross Road Blues (Crossroads) • The House Is Rockin’ • La Grange • Move It on Over • Roadhouse Blues • Statesboro Blues
_00699582 Book/CD Pack .....................$14.95

**VOLUME 15 – R&B**
 Ain’t Too Proud to Beg • Brick House • Get Ready • I Can’t Help Myself (Sugar Pie, Honey Bunch) • I Got You (I Feel Good) • I Heard It Through the Grapevine • My Girl • Shining Star.
_00699583 Book/CD Pack .....................$12.95

**VOLUME 16 – JAZZ**
All Blues • Black Orpheus • Blue Suede Shoes • Crazy • Footprints • Misty • Satin Doll • Stella by Starlight • Tenor Madness
_00699584 Book/CD Pack .....................$12.95

**VOLUME 17 – COUNTRY**
All My Rowdy Friends Are Coming over Tonight • Amie • Boot Scootin’ Boogie • Chattahoochee • Folsom Prison Blues • Friends in Low Places • T-R-O-U-B-L-E • Workin’ Man Blues
_00699588 Book/CD Pack .....................$12.95

**VOLUME 18 – ACOUSTIC ROCK**
About a Girl • Breaking the Girl • Drive • Iris • More Than Words • Patience • Silent Lucidity • 3 AM.
_00699577 Book/CD Pack .....................$14.95

**VOLUME 19 – SOUL**
Get Up (I Feel like Being) a Sex Machine • Green Onions • In the Midnight Hour • Knock on Wood • Mustang Sally • (Sittin’ On) the Dock of the Bay • Soul Man • Walkin’ the Dog
_00699578 Book/CD Pack .....................$12.95

**VOLUME 20 – ROCKABILLY**
Blue Suede Shoes • Bluejean Bop • Hello Mary Lou • Little Sister • Mystery Train • Rock This Town • Stray Cat Strut • That’ll Be the Day.
_00699580 Book/CD Pack .....................$12.95

**VOLUME 21 – YULETIDE**
Angels We Have Heard on High • Away in a Manger • Baby, It’s Cold Outside • Deck the Halls • The First Noel • Go Tell It on the Mountain • Jingle Bells • Joy to the World • O Little Town of Bethlehem
_00699602 Book/CD Pack .....................$12.95

**VOLUME 22 – CHRISTMAS**
The Christmas Song (Chestnuts Roasting on an Open Fire) • Frosty the Snow Man • Happy Xmas (War Is Over) • Here Comes Santa Claus (Right down Santa Claus Lane) • Jingle-Bell Rock • Merry Christmas, Darling • Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer • Silver Bells
_00699600 Book/CD Pack .....................$12.95
PLAY YOUR FAVORITE SONGS FROM THE LAST HALF-CENTURY WITH DECADE SERIES TAB BOOKS!

1950S
35 faves from the nascent days of rock: All Shook Up • Donna • Heartbreak Hotel • Poor Little Fool • Rebel 'Rouser • Rock Around the Clock • Rockin' Robin • Sleepwalk • Tequila • and more.

1960S
30 groovy tunes that shaped the '60s, including: Badge • Fun, Fun, Fun • Gloria • Happy Together • Hey Joe • I Can See for Miles • In the Midnight Hour • Louie, Louie • My Girl • Oh, Pretty Woman • Soul Man • (So) Tired of Waiting for You • Train Kept a-Rollin' • and more.

1970S
Includes 30 '70s hits such as: Barracuda • Dust in the Wind • Evil Woman • Lay Down Sally • Let It Be • Mean Old World • The Things That I Used to Do • Why I Sing the Blues.

1980S
Includes top '80s favorites like: Every Breath You Take • Fight for Your Right (To Party) • Hit Me with Your Best Shot • I Love Rock 'N Roll • Love Struck Baby • Money for Nothing • Money for Nothing • Mony, Mony • No Particular Place to Go • Not Fade Away • Susie Q • Walk Don’t Run.

1990S
30 essential '90s classics: All I Wanna Do • Are You Gonna Go My Way • Barely Breathing • Building a Mystery • Fields of Gold • Friends in Low Places • Iris • Jump, Jive An’ Wail • More Than Words • Smells like Teen Spirit • Smooth • Tears in Heaven • Two Princes • Under the Bridge • Wonderwall • and more.

ORDER TODAY! 1-800-637-2852
www.musicdispatch.com
Music Dispatch proudly presents these titles featuring information straight from the pages of Guitar One magazine.

**INSTRUCTION**

### ACOUSTIC CAFÉ
**by Michael Mueller, Andrew DuBrock and Jon Chappell**
Cherry Lane proudly presents ACOUSTIC CAFÉ, where "unplugged" is the rule! Learn new techniques, tips, styles and solos straight from the pages of Guitar One magazine. Styles covered include classical, Celtic, new age, bluegrass, acoustic slide guitar, Brazilian jazz, and many more. Solos for “Away in a Manger,” “Silent Night,” “Irish Washerwoman,” and “Bourée” are also included.

- **02500455** Book/CD Pack.......................... $16.95

### FRET BUZZ
**by Troy Nelson and Dale Turner**
From the pages of Guitar One magazine comes FRET BUZZ, a guide to licks, riffs, harmonic ideas, and technique for the serious blues/rock guitarist. From the familiar to the obscure, you’ll find an arsenal of material here. Includes 33 great lessons on topics such as: country licks, essential endings, beyond the blues box, guitar fitness, chord connections, scale sequences, string bending, pedal tones, harmonics, banjo rolls, fret-hand fitness and more!

- **02500455** Book/CD Pack.......................... $16.95

### GUITAR ARCHIVES
**by Dave Rubin**
Here in the GUITAR ARCHIVES, you’ll find the best in blues and blues-based licks, riffs and techniques with a dose of historical perspective to put it all into place. Styles such as: bottleneck blues, catfish blues, country blues, delta blues, minor blues, British blues-rock and many more are covered, as are these featured artists: Chuck Berry, Freddie King, T-Bone Walker, Jimi Hendrix, B.B. King and John Lee Hooker. The accompanying CD includes 99 demonstration tracks, and the articles are reprinted from the pages of Guitar One magazine.

- **02500454** Book/CD Pack.......................... $16.95

**LESSON LAB**

### THE BEST OF 1995-2000

**Are you guitar experiments a standstill? Has your musical research reached an impasse?**

**Step into Guitar One’s “Lesson Lab,” where new breakthroughs happen every day!**

This top-notch book/CD pack features 24 great lessons from the pages of Guitar One magazine’s most popular department. Tackle in detail a variety of pertinent music- and guitar-related subjects, such as scales, chords, modes, tones, theory, guitar technique, songwriting, recording and so much more!

- **02500330** Book/CD Pack.......................... $19.95

### NOISE & FEEDBACK

#### THE BEST OF 1995-2000:
**YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED**

Readers always have questions — and Guitar One always has answers, on topics from beginner’s basics to advanced theory. Tune in to this book, and turn up the volume of your guitar knowledge. If you ever wanted to know about a specific guitar lick, trick, technique or effect, this book/CD pack is for you! It features over 70 lessons on a wide range of subjects, such as: composing • computer assistance • education and career advice • equipment • technique • terminology and notation • theory • tunings • and more. The accompanying CD includes 44 demonstration tracks.

- **02500328** Book/CD Pack.......................... $17.95

### SPOTLIGHT ON STYLE

#### THE BEST OF 1995-2000:
**AN EXPLORER’S GUIDE TO GUITAR**

In written and recorded music as well as detailed discussions, Guitar One magazine surveys the world of modern guitar by studying some of its most popular styles. This book covers 18 of those distinctive styles, including: blues lead guitar • modern blues • classical guitar • country guitar • funk guitar • fusion guitar • jazz guitar • Latin guitar • metal • reggae guitar • rockabilly • seven-string • and more! The accompanying CD includes 99 demonstration tracks.

- **02500320** Book/CD Pack.......................... $19.95

**REFERENCE**

### GUITAR QUESTIONS

#### THE NOVICE’S GUIDE TO GUITAR REPAIRS
**by Barry Lipman**

This book is comprised of reprints of the Guitar Questions columns that ran in Guitar magazine for over a decade. Written by luthier Barry Lipman, it offers clear, precise and simple explanations on how to make minor repairs and adjustments to your instrument. The column was aimed at players who were neither guitar builders nor repairmen. Sample questions addressed include: What are the advantages of big frets? • What is the best way to care for the fretboard? • What is meant by intonation and what is involved in adjusting it? • What does a truss rod do and how does it work? • How tight should the bridge pins be on a steel-string acoustic? Find the answers to these and many more relevant inquiries in Guitar Questions. 6” x 9”

- **02500377** ........................................... $10.95

### GUITAR SECRETS

#### WHERE ROCK’S GUITAR MASTERS SHARE THEIR TRICKS, TIPS & TECHNIQUES
**compiled by John Stix**

This unique and informative compilation features 42 “Guitar Secrets” columns culled from Guitar magazine, each of which highlights a specific topic, ranging from the technical to the philosophical. Readers will discover dozens of techniques and playing tips, and gain practical advice and words of wisdom from guitar masters such as Rick Derringer, Elliott Easton, Eric Johnson, George Lynch, Tony McAlpine, Elliott Randall, Joe Satriani, Adrian Smith, Steve Vai, Steve Ray Vaughan, Buck Dharma, and many others. Illustrated with musical examples, this intriguing book will bring your guitar playing to new heights.

- **02500099** ........................................... $10.95

Order Today! 1-800-637-2852

www.musicdispatch.com
Legends of Lead Guitar
The Best of Interviews: 1995-2000
Who can explain the extensive thought processes and flights of fancy by which a virtuoso guitarist makes a metal, wood & wire contraption sing, snarl, whisper or weep? None but the artist. Hence this book. Legends of Lead Guitar is a fascinating compilation of Guitar One magazine interviews with today's greatest lead guitarists — and your backstage pass to the art of the rock’n’roll axe! From deeply rooted blues giants to the most fearless pioneers, legendary players reveal how they achieve their extraordinary craft. Artists featured include: AC/DC • Aerosmith • Jeff Beck • Black Crowes • Bush • Coal Chamber • Collective Soul • Creed • Deftones • Ani DiFranco • Kevin Eubanks • Foo Fighters • Goo Goo Dolls • Buddy Guy • Warren Haynes • Eric Johnson • Kid Rock • B.B. King • Kiss • Korn • Les Paul • Rage Against the Machine • Red Hot Chili Peppers • Carlos Santana • Kenny Wayne Shepherd • Soundgarden • Stone Temple Pilots • Andy Summers • Third Eye Blind • 311 • Steve Vai • Eddie Van Halen • and more.

Open Ears
by Steve Morse
Most people know the part about them doing what they love to do best in front of a throng of adoring fans. The less obvious part of a musician’s job description can include dealing with a broken-down band bus, lights falling from the stage, people who don’t pay, and other occupational hazards. In this collection of 50 Guitar magazine columns from the mid-’90s on, guitarist Steve Morse sets the story straight about what being a working musician really means. He deals out philosophy and practical advice on: playing with the band, songwriting and developing a style, recording and equipment, and much more.

Studio City
by Carl Verheyen
Professional guitarist Carl Verheyen chronicles his career as one of L.A.’s top-call session players in this complete collection of his Studio City columns from Guitar magazine. He draws on his vast experience to advise guitarists how to: exercise studio etiquette and act professionally • acquire, assemble and set up gear for sessions • use the tricks of the trade to become a studio hero • get repeat call-backs • and much more.

Songbooks

Acoustic Instrumentalists
Note-for-note tab transcriptions for 21 top acoustic tunes from artists such as Chet Atkins, Jorma Kaukonen, Leo Kottke, Adrian Legg, Paul Simon, James Taylor and others. Songs include: Anji • Ani • Anni • Brahms Lullaby • Classical Gas • Embryonic Journey • Genesis • Greensleeves • Hey Nineteen • Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring • Lady Madonna • Modoc • Yankee Doodle Dixie • and more.

Open Ears
by Steve Morse
Most people know the part about them doing what they love to do best in front of a throng of adoring fans. The less obvious part of a musician’s job description can include dealing with a broken-down band bus, lights falling from the stage, people who don’t pay, and other occupational hazards. In this collection of 50 Guitar magazine columns from the mid-’90s on, guitarist Steve Morse sets the story straight about what being a working musician really means. He deals out philosophy and practical advice on: playing with the band, songwriting and developing a style, recording and equipment, and much more.

Studio City
by Carl Verheyen
Professional guitarist Carl Verheyen chronicles his career as one of L.A.’s top-call session players in this complete collection of his Studio City columns from Guitar magazine. He draws on his vast experience to advise guitarists how to: exercise studio etiquette and act professionally • acquire, assemble and set up gear for sessions • use the tricks of the trade to become a studio hero • get repeat call-backs • and much more.

Songbooks

Acoustic Instrumentalists
Note-for-note tab transcriptions for 21 top acoustic tunes from artists such as Chet Atkins, Jorma Kaukonen, Leo Kottke, Adrian Legg, Paul Simon, James Taylor and others. Songs include: Anji • Ani • Anni • Brahms Lullaby • Classical Gas • Embryonic Journey • Genesis • Greensleeves • Hey Nineteen • Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring • Lady Madonna • Modoc • Yankee Doodle Dixie • and more.

Open Ears
by Steve Morse
Most people know the part about them doing what they love to do best in front of a throng of adoring fans. The less obvious part of a musician’s job description can include dealing with a broken-down band bus, lights falling from the stage, people who don’t pay, and other occupational hazards. In this collection of 50 Guitar magazine columns from the mid-’90s on, guitarist Steve Morse sets the story straight about what being a working musician really means. He deals out philosophy and practical advice on: playing with the band, songwriting and developing a style, recording and equipment, and much more.

Studio City
by Carl Verheyen
Professional guitarist Carl Verheyen chronicles his career as one of L.A.’s top-call session players in this complete collection of his Studio City columns from Guitar magazine. He draws on his vast experience to advise guitarists how to: exercise studio etiquette and act professionally • acquire, assemble and set up gear for sessions • use the tricks of the trade to become a studio hero • get repeat call-backs • and much more.
GUITAR HEROES
Tab transcriptions of 15 songs from all-time guitar heroes: Always with Me, Always with You (Joe Satriani) • Born Under a Bad Sign (Cream) • Cat Scratch Fever (Ted Nugent) • Cult of Personality (Living Colour) • Dancing in the Street (Van Halen) • Get the Funk Out (Extreme) • Life by the Drop (Stevie Ray Vaughan) • Money (Pink Floyd) • Rosanna (Toto) • Suicide Solution (Ozzy Osbourne) • This Cat’s on a Hot Tin Roof (Brian Setzer Orchestra) • and You Shook Me (Led Zeppelin).

MODERN ROCK TAB
Featuring songs by Incubus, Papa Roach, DMB, Foo Fighters, Slipknot and others, this songbook contains 15 of modern rock’s best from Guitar One magazine, in all note-for-note transcriptions with tab: Are You Gonna Go My Way • Broken Home • Calm like a Bomb • Denial • Hanging by a Moment • I Did It • The Man Who Sold the World • My Hero • Nobody’s Real • Rock the Party (Off the Hook) • Slide • Spiders • Spit It Out • Spoonman • Stellar. Includes detailed performance notes.

THE GREAT BASSISTS
20 great bass songs in notes and tab spanning a decade’s worth of music featured in Guitar magazine. Songs: Addicted to That Rush • Crash into Me • Give It Away • Higher Ground • Michelle • NV43345 • Satch Boogie • Shy Boy • Theme from Star Trek® • Theme from South Park • and more. The bonus CD includes Funk Me Tender and Tree performed by Randy Coven.

BASS SECRETS
Where Today’s Bass Stylists Get to the Bottom Line compiled by John Stix Bass Secrets brings together 48 columns highlighting specific topics – ranging from the technical to the philosophical – from masters such as Stu Hamm, Randy Coven, Tony Franklin and Billy Sheehan. They cover topics including tapping, walking bass lines, soloing, hand positions, harmonics and more. Clearly illustrated with musical examples.

CLASSICAL GUITAR
Arrangements in notes and tablature for classical or fingerstyle guitar of 29 favorite pieces, including: Air on the G String • Bouree in E Minor • Canon in D • Clair De Lune • Fire Elise • Greensleeves • Intermezzo • Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring • Ode to Joy • Panis Angelicus • Pom and Circumstance • Sheep May Safely Graze • Spring • Winter • more.

IN THE LISTENING ROOM
A compilation of 75 columns from Guitar magazine, In the Listening Room provides a unique opportunity for readers to hear major recording artists remark on the music of their peers. These artists were given no information about what they would hear, and their comments often tell as much about themselves as they do about the music they listened to. Includes candid critiques by music legends like Aerosmith, Jeff Beck, Jack Bruce, Dimebag Darrell, Buddy Guy, Kirk Hammett, Eric Johnson, John McLaughlin, Dave Navarro, Carlos Santana, Joe Satriani, Stevie Ray Vaughan, and many others.

JAZZ TAB
A great collection of 14 jazz classics transcribed in notes and tab. Includes: Confirmation • Four on Six • Giant Steps • Impressions • Lighthouse Blues • Misty • Seven Come Eleven • Take the A Train • and more.

ROCK LEGENDS
Transcriptions with tab for 21 rock classics from some of the greatest guitarists ever! Includes: All Along the Watchtower (Hendrix) • Badge (Cream) • Crazy on You (Heart) • Crazy Train (Osbourne) • Flying in a Blue Dream (Satriani) • Hide Away (Clapton) • Hot Blooded (Foreigner) • Sweet Child O’ Mine (Guns N’ Roses) • Telephone Song (Stevie Ray Vaughan) • You Really Got Me (Van Halen) • and more.

CLASSICS ILLUSTRATED
Where Bach Meets Rock by Robert Phillips Classics Illustrated is designed to demonstrate for readers and players the links between rock and classical music. Each of the 30 columns from Guitar highlights one musical concept and provides clear examples in both styles of music. This cool book lets you study moving bass lines over stationary chords in the music of Bach and Guns N’ Roses, learn the similarities between Leyenda and Diary of a Madman, and much more!

THE GREAT SONGS

GUITAR SONGBOOK COLLECTIONS
GUITAR MAGAZINE PRESENTS
A book series is a sequence of books having certain characteristics in common that are formally identified together as a group. Book series can be organized in different ways, such as written by the same author, or marketed as a group by their publisher. Reprint series of public domain fiction (and sometimes nonfiction) books appeared as early as the 18th century, with the series The Poets of Great Britain Complete from Chaucer to Churchill (founded by British publisher John Bell in 1777). Later Book 3 of the After series' newly revised and expanded, Anna Todd's After fanfiction racked up 1 billion reads online and captivated readers across the globe. Experience the internet's most talked-about book for yourself from the writer Cosmopolitan called "the biggest literary phenomenon of her generation." Tessa and Hardin's love was complicated before. Now it's more confusing than ever. A Book Series Titled DIMSTRI to speak The Mystery. Abbreviated also to say- DI TRI Mysteries of Science. The Book...Â You may explore the Vast Range of #Dimstri series on every Search Engine and Online book stores with the Keywords. The books are easily available on #Amazon and equivalent stores worldwide. Read to Analyze. Read to Interpretate.